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Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________

ACROSS
2.   Most popular serve technique 
3.   The 2008 Olympics was held here
5.   Best three of five games
6.    They assist the referee 
8.   The forearm bounce pass-_______  
12. In rally point scoring the team winning this scores a point
16. Usually, only the serving team scores a point with this 

type of scoring  
17. First volleyball was made of this from a basketball 
19. Main official for a volleyball game 
14. The top of the net is ____ feet from the floor in men’s 

volleyball 
20.   Fast offensive hit to a specific spot  
21.   It is three feet high and is located in the center of  

the court  

DOWN
1.   To serve with the heel of the hand 
4.  The palm does not touch the ball during  

a ______  
7.   Organization of colleges and universities that promotes 

athletic competition 
9.    This person assists the referee
10.  Total points in a “deciding” game 
11.  Most number of times the ball can be volleyed before it is 

hit across the net  
13. Institution where volleyball was founded
15.  It is 30 feet wide and 60 feet long 
16.  The ball is put into play with this
17.  Defensive technique to stop spiked balls  
18.  A type of one-hand pass  
20.  The number of players on a volleyball team 

CROSSWORD   VOLLEYBALL
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Beach

California

GamePoint

Hit

Massachusetts

Match

NCAA

Net

Olympic

Overhand

Player

Referee

Soccerball

Spike

Sportswear

Stanford

Swimsuits

UCLA

Volleyball

Volleyed

YMCA

Find these words in the above puzzle. Circle the words.

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________

WORD SEARCH  VOLLEYBALL
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Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________

WORD SCRAMBLE  VOLLEYBALL


